This study explains the relationship between friction coefficient and pressure change at a range of Reynolds (21,056 -28,574) and (0 -1.4) solid loading ratio of two-phase flow (gas-solid) inside a circular copper pipe by using laboratory apparatus and solving the equations mathematically. An experimentally relationship of friction coefficient and pressure change with Reynolds number and flow velocity obtained also the relationship between the Solid loading ratio with friction coefficient and pressure change has been done for a Limit range of Reynolds number. It was noticed that the increase in friction coefficient and pressure change for two-phase flow was occurred when solid loading ratio increased. Also the relationship between pressure change and Reynolds number was direct proportion while the relationship between friction coefficient and Reynolds Number was inversely related.
Introduction
One phase flow is caused due to the difference in pressure from region to the other this lets the air particles A. A. Khattabi et al.
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move from the high-pressure area to the low area. The fluid speed directly proportional to the amount of pressure drop depends on the dimensions and shape of the space passing through the fluid [1] . Therefore two-phase flows are widely used in most of the engineering disciplines. Researchers at the beginning of modern industry have noted this phenomenon and found that have many applications as what is applied in energy production, materials factories producing and chemical factories. Dogen et al. (2006) [2] presented a study of the theory to calculate pressure drop losses for multiple phases of fluids through the use of a mathematical model that was developed using account program works at the expense of losses through nozzle flux area. Results obtained compared with the results of other models were found less than 10%. Researchers (P. H. Morten Sen, H. I. Andersson) [3] presented a practical study shows the friction process of two-phase flow (R410A-oil) inside the tube with very small spiral fins. These results showed a pressure drop caused by friction depending on the properties of the mixture [4] and [5] . Current research aims to practically study the two-phase flow (gas-solid) inside a circular pipe section for purpose to reach the relationship coefficient of friction and pressure drop with speed, Reynolds number and loading rate.
Practical Side
The components for two-phase flow testing must be mounted to each other and on the same horizontal line because any deviation will change the direction of fluid.
The length of the device from the beginning (4.5 m) and at altitudes (1 m) above the ground level. Laboratory device consists unit of inflatable air (pump), injection unit to inject the solid particles which consists plastic reservoir where placed solid particles (sand material) containing slot from the top to fill the tank. The measurement unit of air flow rate is composed of a copper tube inner diameter (25.5 m) is installed in the internal nozzle (Orifice). Necessary equipment to complete this research as 
Laboratory Calculations
The air mass flow rate ṁ a is calculated by measuring the total pressure across the orifice by manometer mmH 2 O units, as follows:
To calculate the speed of the air through the nozzle
To calculate the volumetric air flow Q in units of m 3 /sec we use the following equation.
The amount of solid particles calculated as follows:
where X is loading ratio. The amount of pressure drop calculated as a result of friction between the mixture and tube walls [6] as follows:
By applying (Darcy equation) to Calculate the coefficient of friction (Yunus, et al.) [7] A. A. Khattabi et al.
Test Procedure
The recorded readings below are based on the sequence to get accuracy in calculations as follows:
• Measuring weather conditions of pressure and temperature, because its effect on the density of air.
• The device is turned on and then changes the amount of air entering slot to determine how much the speed of the airflow rate and the corresponding difference in the vertical height of the water in the manometer and record it.
• Measuring loading ratio: Measure loading ratio by passing the solid particles to get two-phase mixture after a period of time and after reaching stability the time required to collect a certain mass of solid particles measured by using stopwatch.
• After completion of the above stages, repeat these tests for all velocities for the purpose of recording all the reading of the various flow of material amounts and rates of speed.
Results and Discussion
After conducting tests and recording the required measurements, such as the amount of pressure inside the copper tube and knowing the system dimensions (length and diameter of the tube, air density) can extract the following amounts (R e , C f , U and Δp). affected on the movement of particle the two forces is the momentum and shear strength Figure 6 shows the relationship between the coefficient of friction and loading rates of two-phase flow were used several rates of air flow (Reynolds number from (21,056 to 28,574). The coefficient of friction increasing with increase of loading rate. And noted that when the increase of Reynolds number the friction rate decreases, Figure 7 represents the relationship of pressure drop and the percentage of solid loading for different values of the Reynolds number it can be note that the amount of pressure drop increases by increasing of the proportion of solid loading. By noting several curves for different values of Reynolds number can note that as increasing in Reynolds number, the pressure drop will increase at the same solid loading ratio.
Conclusions and Recommendation
Results have been reached in this research, which includes practices study of two-phase flow inside a copper pipe and by using various different (Reynolds number) and different amounts of loading rates, the conclusions are as follows: 1) The relationship between pressure drop and flow velocity and Reynolds number is a positive correlation.
2) Increasing the amount of Reynolds number or flow velocity makes the friction coefficient of two-phase flow decrease.
3) Friction coefficient and pressure drop of two-phase flow increase due to increasing of solid loading ratio. 4) It is possible to make several changes to develop the test equipment and get other study cases: • Test the other section as a box shape.
• Test other types of solid particles.
• Conduct the study using pipes with different degrees of roughness and record the amount degree of roughness.
